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Introduction 

The use of Shear walls for improving the 
performance of high rise concrete structures is very 
common now a day. It has been observed that the 
shear wall, if not used for full height of the structure, 
are also have same effectiveness in in concrete cost 
as well. In this study, an attempt is resisting the 
lateral loads. There is possibility of reduction made 
to work out the height of Shear walls which will be 
just sufficient in resisting the lateral loads as good as 
the shear walls having full height equal to the height 
of the structure itself. The nonlinear time history 
analysis is performed which is regarded as the most 
accurate method of seismic demand prediction and 
performance evaluation of structures. In addition the 
applicability of the pushover method as an 
alternative mean to general design and assessment is 
examined. The study also shows the comparison of 
Non Linear Time History Analysis with Push Over 
Analysis in full height shear wall and curtailed shear 
walls by taking displacement and base shear as a 
common parameter. 
 

Objectives of the Study 
 
The present work aims at the following objectives: 
 
• To calculate the Base Shear and Joint 
Displacements of Reinforced Concrete buildings with 
full shear wall and curtailed shear walls at different 
levels. 
 
• To simulate Non Linear Time History Analysis 
and Non Linear Static Analysis and compare the 
results obtained. 
 
• To determine Base Shear at Performance Point of 
the buildings. 
 
Methodology 
 
The analysis procedures can be divided into linear 
procedures (Linear Static and Linear Dynamic) and 
Non-Linear procedures (Non-Linear Static and Non-
Linear Dynamic). 
 
Non-Linear Static Analysis 

Abstract 

Shear walls are generally provided for full height of frames. Lateral forces are carried mostly by 
frames in the upper portion of the building and shear walls contribute the least in the region. This 
concept has been extended to twenty one storeyed RCC buildings in which shear walls were reduced 
in size or terminated entirely at intermediate heights. In the present work, comparative study of 
dynamic characteristic between the structures with full shear wall and curtailed Shear wall at 
different heights is carried out. The results obtained where compared with those building having full 
shear wall. The RCC moment resisting frame considered was loaded with gravity loads, dead loads, 
live loads, and Bhuj earth quake loading. The analysis engine used for both the analysis is SAP 2000 
Version 18. The results show that the decrease and increase in the values of base shear and 
displacements of buildings with curtailed shear walls are marginal when compared with full height 
shear wall. As a closing remark it is understood that the curtailment of shear wall up to two third 
height of building has marginal effect on distribution of base shear and displacements. It is 
concluded that Non Linear time History Analysis could provide reasonably accurate results when 
compared with Non Linear Static Analysis. 
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In a non-linear static analysis procedure, the building 
model incorporates directly the non-linear force-
deformation characteristics of individual components 
and elements due to inelastic material response. The 
maximum displacements likely to be experienced 
during a given earthquake are determined using 
either highly damped or inelastic response spectra. 
Clearly, the advantage of these procedures with 
respect to the linear procedures is that they take into 
account directly the effects of non-linear material 
response and hence, the calculated internal forces 
and deformations will be more reasonable 
approximations of those expected during an 
earthquake. 
 
Non-Linear Dynamic Analysis 
 
In a non-linear dynamic analysis procedure, the 
building model is similar to the one used in non-
linear static procedures incorporating directly the 
inelastic material response using general finite 
elements. The main difference is that the seismic 
input is modeled using a time-history analysis which 
involves time-step-by-time-step evaluation of the 
building response. 
 
Case Study 
 
The aim of the work is to study the response of the 
vertically irregular structure against lateral loads by 
curtailing shear wall at different heights in SAP 2000. 
The layout of the plan includes 21 storeyed building 
with 9 bays along X direction of 4 mt span and 5 
bays along Y direction of 4 mt span. Buildings are 
analyzed by providing full shear wall as well as by 
curtailing the shear wall at different heights. The 
structures are subjected to seismic excitations in 
both X and Y directions and seismic response is 
observed. The BHUJ earthquake data is used as 
ground motion data for performing non-linear time 
history analysis. The buildings have also been 
analyzed by non-linear static analysis [pushover 
analysis]. The typical storey height is kept as 3m for 
all the models. 
 
Table 3.1 Representation of building models 
 
 1  G+20 Storey RCC Structure

without Shear Wall 
 S21WSW 

 2  G+20 Storey RCC Structure with
Full Shear Wall 

 S21FSW 

 3  G+20 Storey RCC Structure with
Shear Wall up to 20th floor 

 S21SW20 

4  G+20 Storey RCC Structure with 
Shear Wall up to 19th floor 

 S21SW19 

5  G+20 Storey RCC Structure with
Shear Wall up to 18th floor 

 S21SW18 

6  G+20  Storey  RCC Structure with 
Shear Wall up to 17th floor 

 S21SW17 

7  G+20 Storey RCC Structure with 
Shear Wall up to 16th floor 

 S21SW16 

8  G+20 Storey RCC Structure with 
Shear Wall up to 15th floor 

 S21SW15 

9  G+20 Storey RCC Structure with 
Shear Wall up to 14th floor 

 S21SW14 

 10  G+20 Storey RCC Structure with 
Shear Wall up to 13th floor 

 S21W13 

 
 

 
 
Fig 3.1 Represents 3D view of building S21FSW 
 

 
Fig 3.2 Represents 3D view of building S21SW20 
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Fig 3.3 Represents 3D view of building S21SW19 
 

 
Fig 3.4 Represents 3D view of building S21SW18 
 

 
Fig 3.5 Represents 3D view of building S21SW17 
 

Results and Discussions 
 
The results obtained are of different parameters such 
as Joint Displacements, Base Shear etc. Firstly the 
results are obtained by carrying out Non Linear Time 
History as well as Non Linear Static Analysis with full 
shear wall for 21 storey. Secondly, the results are 
obtained by carrying out Non-Linear Time History 
Analysis and Non Linear Static Analysis with curtailed 
shear wall at various floors for buildings of 21 storey. 
Subsequent discussions are made about the results 
obtained with full shear wall and curtailed shear wall 
at different floors based on the displacements, base 
shear, etc considering twenty one storeyed buildings. 
 

 
Fig 4.1 Represents Base Shear comparison due to 
NLTHX and PUSHX 
 

 
Fig 4.2 Represents comparison of joint displacements 
building due to NLTHX and PUSHX 
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The buildings having no shear wall, full shear wall 
and curtailed shear wall at different levels were 
analysed and the results were displayed in the Fig 4.1 
to 4.2. From results obtained it is seen that when non 
linear time history analysis is carried out the base 
shear is increased from 8807KN to 14066KN and 
Joint Displacement is decreased from 0.0966mt to 
0.0481mt on addition of shear wall when compared 
with Bare frame . In case of Non Linear Time History 
Analysis the magnitude of base shear and 
displacement when the building is curtailed for one 
floor is 14065KN and 0.0482mt. The base shear and 
displacement for the buildings with shear walls 
curtailed for six floors is 14041KN and 0.049mt. It is 
seen decrease in the values of base shear is very 
marginal with curtailed Shear walls upto 6 floors. The 
change in the values of base shear and joint 
displacements are quite significant if the wall is 
curtailed for more than two third height of the 
building. From the results of Non Linear Static 
Analysis shown in the above figures it is seen that the 
Base Shear increased from 10483KN to 16133KN on 
addition of shear wall when compared with Bare 
Frame. In case of Non Linear Static Analysis the base 
shear and displacements when the building is 
curtailed for one floor is 16132KN and 0.0486mt . It is 
seen decrease in the values of base shear is very 
marginal with curtailed Shear walls at different levels. 
The base shear and displacement for the buildings 
with shear walls curtailed for six floors is 16121KN 
and 0.0496mt. Hence the optimum curtailment lies at 
point where there is no significant change in the 
values of base shear and joint displacements which 
will not force us to redesign the structure. In 
21storeyed building this level lies at the point when 
the shear wall is curtailed up to six floors. The 
curtailment is terminated if there is significant 
change in the values of base shear and joint 
displacements. 
The change in the values of base shear and joint 
displacements are quite significant if the wall is 
curtailed for more than two third height of the 
building. 
  
Conclusions 
 
The applications of Non Linear Time History and Non 
Linear Static Analysis based on seismic design and 
evaluation has been illustrated based on the study of 
buildings, the following conclusions are drawn: 
 
• For twenty one storeyed buildings, when 
compared with Bare Frame addition of shear wall 
increases the base shear by 60% and 54% in case of 
Non linear time history analysis and Non linear static 
analysis respectively. However in the same set of 

building frames if the shear wall is curtailed up to six 
floors the decrease in the value of base shear is 
0.17% and 0.18% in case of Non linear time history 
analysis and Non linear static analysis respectively. 
 
• For twenty one storeyed buildings, when 
compared with Bare Frame addition of shear wall 
decreases the joint displacements by 51% and 45% 
in case of Non linear time history analysis and Non 
linear static analysis respectively. However in the 
same set of building frames if the shear wall is 
curtailed up to six floors the increase in the value of 
joint displacements is 0.16% and 0.18% in case of 
Non linear time history analysis and Non linear static 
analysis respectively. 
 
• For twenty one storeyed building having full 
shear wall the base shear developed in Non Linear 
Static Analysis is 19% more than that of Non Linear 
Time History Analysis. 
 
• For twenty one storeyed buildings, even if the shear 
wall is curtailed, at the performance point the 
building is in the state of Immediate Occupancy. 
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